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1	Purpose
	
	This Plan is supplementary to the provisions of the Orana Regional Environmental Plan No. 1 	- Siding Spring and, regardless of any provision of this Plan, the provisions of the Orana 	Regional Environmental Plan No. 1 shall also apply.  Council reserves the right to amend or 	vary this Development Control Plan at its discretion under the provisions of the Coonabarabran 	Shire Local Environmental Plan No. *, and the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 	1979.

	The purpose of this Development Control Plan is to restrict those permitted uses of lighting 	which might emit undesirable light into the night sky, thereby having a detrimental effect on the 	astronomical observations conducted at Siding Spring Observatory.  Such undesirable light can 	be emitted from outdoor luminaires, or can arise from any building or enclosure from which 	light leaks through an unshielded or semi-opaque aperture.

	Council affirms that the sky is an important aspect of our environment, and that it is necessary 	and essential for Council to regulate the use of luminaires (i) to minimize artificial sky glow 	caused by unwanted light scattered by luminaires, and (ii) in order to conserve electrical 	energy.  Artificial sky glow has a detrimental effect on the natural environment, astronomical 	research, amateur astronomy and the enjoyment of the night sky by all.  In achieving (i) and (ii)
	Council wishes to encourage good lighting design in which light is directed to those areas to be 	lit, and light spill is controlled outside of those areas, minimising unwanted effects on both 	astronomical observations and other users of the night-time environment.  In most cases it will 	be found that the night-time amenity of individuals will not be reduced by the application of this 	code, if good lighting design practices are employed.

2	Approved Materials and Methods of Installation

	The provisions of this Plan are not intended to prevent the use of any design, material or 	method of installation not specifically prescribed by this Plan, provided any such alternative 	has been approved.  The Council, in consultation with the Director of Mt. Stromlo and 	Siding Spring Observatories, may approve any such proposed alternative, provided that it is 	agreed that the alternative :

	(a)	provides at least approximate equivalence to the applicable specific requirements of this 		Plan, and

	(b)	is otherwise satisfactory and complies with the intent of this code.
3	Definitions

	(a)	"Outdoor luminaires" include but are not limited to lighting used for advertising boards, 		street lights, shopping centre parking-area lights, externally or internally illuminated 
		on-site or business advertising signs and area-type lighting.

	(b) 	"Indoor luminaires" include all types of lighting which are so positioned within an 		enclosure, such as a domestic residence, commercial premise, agricultural shed, etc., as 		to permit the escape of light from the enclosure into the sky or onto surrounding land.

	(c)	"Individual" means any private individual, tenant, lessee, owner or any commercial 		entity including but not limited to companies, partnerships, joint ventures or 		corporations.

	(d)	"Installed" means that the initial installation of outdoor and indoor luminaires, as 		defined herein, was made subsequent to the enactment of this Plan.  The Plan shall not 		apply, except on a voluntary basis, to those outdoor luminaires existing prior to the 		enactment of this Plan. 

	(e)	"Automatic timing device" means a device which automatically turns on and off outdoor 		luminaires.  Light-actuated controls are not considered automatic devices for the purposes 		of this Plan.

	(f)	"Artificial sky glow" means light emitted from luminaires into the sky, and subsequently 		scattered by the lower layers of the earth's atmosphere.

	(g)	"Cold-cathode low-pressure discharge non-fluorescent lamps" - commonly called neon 		lighting - means extended clear glass tubing which, when filled with gas and subjected to 		high voltage, becomes luminescent in a colour characteristic of the particular gas used, 		e.g. neon, argon, krypton, etc.  Such lamps emit a line emission spectrum which can 		confuse faint astronomical spectra.  

	(i)	"Restricted areas " are defined as :
		(i)	  area "A" : the circular area, 18 km in radius, the centre of which is the dome of the 			  Anglo-Australian Telescope at Siding Spring Observatory.
		(ii)  area "B" : all areas within the Shire of Coonabarabran and outside area "A".

	For further definitions, see "Explanatory Notes to the Orana Regional Environmental Plan  
	No. 1 - Siding Spring ".
4	General Requirements

	The following requirements shall apply to all luminaires within areas A and B unless
	specifically excluded.

	(a)	Shields : All outdoor luminaires, installed on or after ninety (90) days from the 		enactment of this Plan shall be fully or partially shielded as required by Table 1, where :

		(i)	"Wholly shielded" means a luminaire shielded in such a manner that light rays 			emitted by the luminaire, when installed, are projected below a horizontal plane 			running through the lowest point on the luminaire where light is emitted. Such a 			luminaire is defined to have a shielding angle of 0o, and emits no light directly into the 			the sky. However, part of the downward flux of light is subsequently scattered into 			the sky by the surroundings.

		(ii) "Partially shielded" means a luminaire shielded in such a manner that the uppermost 			edge of the shield is close to the horizontal centre-line of the lamp, so as to minimize 			light emission above the horizontal plane, when installed.  Such a luminaire has a 			small but negative shielding angle, and emits only a small proportion of its light 			directly into the sky .

		Most standard street luminaires fall into one or other of these two categories of shielding, 		with the exception of some types of fluorescent and amenity luminaires, where the 		shielding is either minimal or the luminaire uses refraction or diffusion for light control, 		often with a significant upward component.

	(b)	Filters : All outdoor luminaires, as required by Table 1 and installed on or after ninety 		(90) days from the enactment of this Plan, having more than fifteen (15) percent of the 		total emergent flux lying in the spectral region below four hundred and forty (440) 		nanometres (i.e. ultra-violet light), shall be filtered with a filter whose transmittance is 		less than ten (10) percent at any wavelength less than four hundred and forty (440) 		nanometres.  Luminaires containing low or high pressure sodium lamps are, by definition,  		excluded from this requirement.

		Low-pressure sodium lamps are preferred over all other types for minimizing detrimental 		effects on astronomical observations.  Visible light from such lamps is confined to two 		close emission lines, which occur in the yellow region of the spectrum, near the maximum 		sensitivity of the human eye.  Unlike the continuum radiation from most other types of 		lighting, these discrete emission lines can be filtered out of astronomical observations.
	(c)	Public Lighting : After the enactment of this Plan, all new luminaires for highways and 		byways shall contain low-pressure sodium lamps, except where colour rendition is 		considered to be important for reasons of safety, when high-pressure sodium lamps 		may be used  All such luminaires shall be wholly shielded in restricted area A, and 		wherever possible in area B.

	(d)	Security Lighting : Where used for security purposes or to illuminate walkways, 		roadways, equipment yards and parking areas, within restricted area A, only wholly 		shielded luminaires using low pressure sodium lamps shall be used.

	(e)	Commercial Premises : Where colour rendition is required for commercial and 		industrial purposes (such as in sales, assembly and repair areas), the outdoor luminaires 		shall be shielded, utilize the minimum amount of light necessary and be equipped with 		automatic timing devices to operate the luminaires only within agreed business hours.

	(f)	Sports Lighting : Where feasible, luminaires used for sports lighting shall be screened 		(shielded) and aimed (directed) to minimize artificial sky glow and disturbance to adjacent 		properties.  The use of sports lighting within restricted area A is totally unacceptable and 		is unlikely to be approved by Council.

	(g)	Recreational and Decorative Lighting : where used for on- or off- premises signs 		or for decorative effects or recreational facilities (e.g. the illumination of buildings , of 		temporary structures, of the landscape), other than sports facilities, outdoor luminaires 		shall be equipped with automatic timing devices to curtail lighting after 11 p.m. and, 		where feasible, shall be screened and aimed to minimize artificial sky glow and 		disturbance to adjacent properties.  

	(h)	Advertising signs : these comprise all illuminated signs used to promote an institution 		or product, and include both internally and externally illuminated signs.  All advertising 		signs shall be equipped with automatic timing devices to curtail lighting after 11 p.m. but, 		in general, when associated with an adjacent business or institution, should be switched 		off 	at the end of trading if this is before 11 p.m.  It should be noted that those signs 		which allow uncontrolled light towards the sky may limit the other uses of light on the 		site.  Bare lamps (e.g. as festoon lighting) should be avoided on signs unless they are 		completely screened by, say, an awning.



                                                                   TABLE 1
                                           Shields and filters required for luminaires.
______________________________________________________________________________
			           Area A	      	        Area B
	Lamp type	  Shielded	Filtered1	  Shielded	Filtered1
______________________________________________________________________________

Low pressure sodium discharge vapour .	Wholly	No	Partially	No

High pressure sodium discharge vapour .	Wholly	No	Partially	No

High pressure mercury discharge vapour :	
(i)    with fluorescent coating.	Wholly	Yes	Partially	Yes
(ii)   without fluorescent coating2.	Wholly	Yes	Partially	Yes
(iii)  Metal Halide - metal halide additive3.	Wholly	Yes	Partially	Yes

Tubular fluorescent4.	Wholly5	Yes	No	No

Cold cathode, low pressure discharge with 
exotic vapour,e.g.neon, argon, krypton, in	(Undesirable lighting)	
clear tubing or with fluorescent coatings6.	      -	  -	No	No

Electric incandescent7:
(i)    combined lamp flux > 1000 lumens. 	Wholly5	No	Partially2	No
(ii)   combined lamp flux < 1000 lumens. 	Partially	No	No	No

Bottled gas using incandescent mantles7 :	
(i)    combined lamp flux > 1000 lumens. 	Partially	No	No	No
(ii)   combined lamp flux < 1000 lumens. 	No	No	No	No

Natural combustion of fossil fuels.	No	No	No	No

Other sources.	As approved by the Council, in liaison with the 			Director, MSSSO.
______________________________________________________________________________

1	Most glass, acrylic or translucent enclosures are sufficiently thick to satisfy these filter requirements.

2	This category includes mercury vapour street lamps, which were once ubiquitous.  These are still used in many 	traffic route applications, although the most common sources are now high pressure mercury fluorescent and 	high 	pressure sodium.

3	Metal halide display lighting shall not be used for security lighting after 11 p.m. (or after closing hours if 	before 11 p.m.) unless fully shielded. 

4	These include all hot cathode, low pressure mercury discharge lamps employing fluorescent coatings, ir- 		respective of wattage or shape.  This lamp type is commonly used for minor road lighting and exterior security 	lighting.

5	Outdoor advertising signs of the type constructed of translucent materials and wholly illuminated from within 	do not require shielding.

6	Often known as "neon lighting". 

7	In determining the shielding requirement for incandescent lamps, the total light flux of all lamps, before being 	mounted in their respective luminaires, should be computed.
5	Specific Requirements within the Vicinity of Siding Spring Observatory

	"The Orana Regional Environmental Plan No. 1 - Siding Spring" specifies certain conditions 	that apply to development applications within the vicinity of the Observatory.  These 	conditions depend on the type of the development, and its distance from the Observatory. 	Reference should be made to the Orana Regional Environmental Plan No. 1 and the 	Explanatory Notes and Strategy, copies of which may be obtained from the Council.

	The interpretation of the conditions laid down by the Regional Environmental Plan in the 	context of development applications is given in Appendix A.

6	Submission of Plans and Evidence of Compliance with Code - Development 	Applications under Coonabarabran Shire Local Environmental Plan No. ?

	Any individual who makes application for any permit required by the Shire of Coonabarabran 	in connection with proposed work involving outdoor or indoor luminaires, as defined in § 3, 	shall submit (as part of the development application) evidence that the proposed work, 	including the construction phase, will comply with this code. The development application 	shall contain but need not necessarily be limited to the following :

	(a)	plans indicating the location of the premises, and the location and type of luminaires and 		lamps to be used.

	(b)	a description of the luminaires and lamps and their method of mounting, screening and 		aiming. This description may include but is not limited to drawings (including sections 		where required), excerpts from manufacturer's catalogues, etc.

	The above required plans and descriptions should be sufficiently complete to enable the 	Council to determine readily whether compliance with the requirements of this Plan will be 	secured. 

	In the case of a development application for a property inside the area B ( i.e. outside of the 	restricted area A), the Council may waive the above requirement for such detailed plans, 	provided that the combined rate of light emission, directed to the sky, from all the proposed 	luminaires as installed, is less than 12,000 lumens. (Examples of typical developments which 	lie under this lighting threshold may be obtained from the Council on request).

	Council shall delegate to nominated Council staff the power to decide whether a given 	development application qualifies for acceptance under the above waiver.
	Should outdoor luminaires or the lamps therein be substituted after a development application 	has been approved, a request for an amending development application shall be submitted to 	the Council, together with adequate information to ensure that the substitution complies with 	this 	lighting code.  This approval shall be received prior to the substitution.

7	Inappropriate Uses of Lighting within the Shire

	The following forms of lighting adversely effect the work of the Observatory, and the consent 	of Council for their use outside of the hours specified is unlikely.

	(a)	Searchlights : the operation of commercial searchlights and lasers, at any time, for 		purposes of advertisement is totally incompatible with the work of the Observatory and, as 		such, is unlikely to be approved by Council. 

	(b)	Recreational and Sports Facilities :  no public recreational facility shall be 		illuminated after 11 p.m. which would normally be expected to cease by 11 p.m.

	(c)	Outside Building Illumination : the outside illumination for aesthetic purposes of any 		building, public or private, by floodlight shall cease between 11 p.m. and sunrise.

	(d)	Advertising Signs : the outside illumination of advertising signs by floodlight shall 		cease between 11 p.m. and sunrise.

8	Short-term Exemptions

	(a)	Any individual as defined herein may submit a written request to the Council for a		short-term exemption from the requirements of this Plan for temporary outdoor lighting.  		The request for the exemption shall contain, as a minimum, the following information :

		(i)	Type and use of outdoor luminaires involved.
		(ii)	Specific exemption requested.
		(iii)	Type of illumination.
		(iv)	Details of screening and aiming of luminaires.
		(v)	Total wattage of lamp or lamps.
		(vi)	Proposed locations of outdoor luminaires.
		(vii)	Time period for which exemption is required.




		In addition to the above data, the Council may ask for any supplementary information 		which would enable them, in consultation with the Director of Mt. Stromlo and Siding 		Spring Observatories, to make a reasonable evaluation of the request for exemption.

	(b)	The Council shall have twenty one (21) days from the receipt of the request for 		exemption in which to accept or reject the request in writing. 

	(c)	To expedite requests for short-term exemptions, Council shall delegate powers of 		acceptance or rejection to nominated members of the Council staff.  All requests 		not accepted by the nominated Council staff shall be referred back to Council for further 		consideration.

9	Exclusions

	(a)	Lighting of all types within the Shire of Coonabarabran existing prior to the date of this 		Plan shall be excluded from its provisions, with the following exceptions : 

		(i)  	if, in the case of outdoor luminaires, work is proposed so as to replace fifty (50) 			percent or more of the number of luminaires or lamps in an existing installation.  

		(ii)	recreational and sports lighting as specified in § 7 (b).

		However, the voluntary compliance of existing luminaires with the intent of this Plan is 		encouraged.

	(b)	All private residential outdoor and indoor luminaires in restricted area B.

	(c)	All luminaires installed in moving vehicles.

	(d)	All outdoor and indoor luminaires on facilities or lands owned, operated or controlled 		by the Federal Government of Australia.  Voluntary compliance with the intent of this Plan 		at those facilities is encouraged.

	(e)	Light produced directly by the natural combustion of fossil fuels such as wood, coal and 		petroleum products, but excluding combustion in the presence of an incandescent mantle.





10	Conflict with Other Ordinances

	Wherever a provision of State or Commonwealth law requires a lighting requirement contrary 	to the provisions of this Plan, that provision shall prevail over any or all the requirements of 	this Plan.


APPENDIX A : INTERPRETATION IN THE CASE OF DEVELOPMENT APPLICATIONS.

A1	Introduction

	In the Orana Regional Environmental Plan No. 1 - Siding Spring, certain "threshold" rates of light emission into the sky, are specified for all new developments, at various distances from Siding Spring Observatory - see Table A.1.  Above these thresholds, consultation with the Observatory Director or the concurrence of the Director of the Department of Planning is required, if a new development application is to be approved.  The purpose of stipulating these threshold values is to allow the normal development of residential properties to proceed unhindered, unless these occur very close to the Observatory or have some unusual lighting requirement.  Neither this Plan nor the Regional Environmental Plan No. 1 - Siding Spring, prohibit development per se.  However, one of the functions of this Plan is to identify any development which might have a disproportionate effect on the artificial sky glow at Siding Spring, in order that either Council or the Director of the Department of Planning may judge whether such a development is in the public interest .

			         TABLE A.1
	Threshold light emission rates above which either consultation or concurrence is required.
	______________________________________________________________________
	   Furthest distance 	Threshold for	Threshold for
	   from Observatory	 Consultation	 Concurrence
	    (kilometres)	   (lumens)	   (lumens)
	______________________________________________________________________
	    3	              0	       1,000
	    8	       1,000	       2,000
	  12	       2,000	       4,000
	  18	       4,000	     12,000
	  30	     12,000	1,000,000
	100	1,000,000	5,000,000
        ______________________________________________________________________

	In this Appendix, a simplified approach to the problem of determining the likely light emission from several types of development is described.  If use of this simplified approach yields a rate of light emission which brings the proposed development below the thresholds laid down in the Regional Environmental Plan, then Council, or its authorised representative, may choose to waive all further consideration of the light emitted from the development when considering a development application.  If the simplified approach leads to an amount which breaches one of the thresholds, more detailed calculations will be necessary based on a knowledge of all the luminaires to be used and their respective placements.  The Observatory is prepared to assist in advising on such matters.
A2	The Light Spill Factor

	The amount of light that may eventually be emitted into the night sky by a given development depends upon :

		 (i) 	the type and efficacy of the lamps providing the light sources. 
		(ii)  	the geometry of the lamps and their immediate surroundings, i.e. enclosing 		       	luminaires. 
		(iii) 	the scattering and reflecting properties of the surrounding land.  

	In considering the amount of light, from a given luminaire, that eventually ends up being directed into the night sky, it is convenient to define the light spill factor, LSF, such that  :

		LSF  =  [Amount of light directed into sky] / [Total amount of light emitted by lamp]

Hence, if a luminaire has a lamp of luminous output 1000 lumens and the LSF, arising from the luminaire and its surroundings, is 0.2, then the amount of light redirected into the night sky will be = 0.2 x 1000 = 200 lumens.

	The amount of light spill arising from a given type of development critically depends upon the amount of shielding, screening and curtaining in use.  In general, shielding, screening and curtaining help to direct the light onto whatever has to be illuminated and save it from being lost into the night sky, where it is otherwise wasted.  A low LSF implies an efficient use of light, which in turn should be reflected in lower electricity bills.

A3	Determination of the Light Spill Factor, LSF

	The power emitted by a light source as radiation can be measured, in radiometric terms, in units of watts.  However, this power is received by the human visual system which is not sensitive to all wavelengths, and those wavelengths that it can see do not all produce an equal response. Therefore, the power (in watts) is weighted by the efficiency of the visual system and rescaled to produce the photometric unit for luminous flux, the lumen. (In more familiar, though antiquated terms, this unit is the rate of luminous energy received by a detector of unit area, having the characteristics of the human eye, placed at a unit distance from a standard candle). The lumen is the same type of unit as the watt but has a different magnitude. The efficiencies of light sources (lamps) are expressed as luminous efficacies, the luminous efficacy being the ratio of the light output (in lumens) to the electrical power (in watts).  Lamp manufacturers can supply the lumen output of their lamps.  However, an approximation may be determined by multiplying the electrical rating of the lamp (in watts) by its luminous efficacy.  

	In general, the luminous efficacy for a given type of lamp increases with the wattage, i.e. brighter lamps are more effective in transforming electrical energy into light energy.  Representative values of the luminous efficacies for various types of lamps, operated at various wattages, are given in Table A.2 below.
	                                                     TABLE A.2
	                           Representative luminous efficacies for various types of lamp
______________________________________________________________________________
	     Type	                           Spectrum                              Colour                    Luminous        Nominal
				Efficacy1        Wattage
				 (lumens/watt)	  (watts)
______________________________________________________________________________________________

	Low pressure sodium	Line	Yellow	   100	  18
				   	   135	  35
				   	   140	  90
				   	   165	1352
				   	   180	180

	High pressure sodium	Continuum+Broad lines	Yellow-pink	     90	  70
				   	   110	250
					   120	400
				   	   13	1000

	Tubular fluorescent	Continuum+lines	White	     60	    7
				     	     70	  18
				     	     80 	  36
	
	Clear high pressure mercury	Many lines	Blue-white	     35	  50
				     	     40	125				     	45	250				    	 55	400
				    	     55	1000

	High pressure mercury	Continuum+many lines	White	     40	  50
	fluorescent			     50	125
					     55	200
				     	     60	400
				     	     60	1000

	Metal Halide	Quasi-continuum+many lines	White	      65	  75
					      70	250
				      	      80	400

	Incandescent	Continuum	White	      10	  15
				     	      10	  40
				      	      15	100
				      	      20	2000

	N.B. the above are only representative values of luminous efficacy, and can vary from one lamp design to another. The exact value for a lamp of a given make may usually be found in the relevant manufacturer's catalogue.	
_____________________________________________________________________________
1 Representative Luminous efficacies have been rounded up to the nearest 5 lumens/watt.
2 To date, the most efficient low pressure sodium lamp has a luminous efficacy of 200 lumens/watt at 131 watts.

	From Table A.2, it may be deduced that two 15 watt, and one 100 watt bare incandescent lamps together emit (2 x 15 x 10) + 100 x 15 = 1800 lumens, whereas an 18 watt, bare low pressure sodium lamp also emits 18 x 100 = 1800 lumens.  Thus, for similar amounts of illumination, incandescent lamps with a combined power of 130 watts match an 18 watt low pressure sodium lamp, i.e. incandescent lamps cost seven times as much to operate.


	The main types of luminaires likely to be met with in practice are :

		(a)	a bare lamp, with no shielding.

		(b)	a wholly shielded luminaire, defined in § 4.

		(c)	a partially shielded luminaire, defined in §4.

		(d)	an incompletely shielded luminaire, where the lower part of the encircling shield 			
			lies above the level of the light source. 
	
	In addition to being mounted free-standing, luminaires may also be found attached to outside walls, recessed in verandahs and fitted inside rooms.  

	Of the light emitted by a lamp in a  luminaire, only a fraction will escape from the luminaire.  This fraction is known as the light output ratio (LOR).  Of this fraction, part will be directed upwards and part downwards (in the case of an outdoor luminaire, the upward component would be directed into the sky).  The upward component is defined to be the upward light output ratio (ULOR), and the downward component to be the downward light output ratio (DLOR).  It follows that : LOR = ULOR + DLOR.  Manufacturers should be able to supply these ratios for any given luminaire upon request.  Note that the DLOR and ULOR are determined by the manufacturer for a known or assumed mounting geometry.  In the case of floodlights, the DLOR and ULOR could only be completely evaluated once the aiming directions have been specified.

	Of interest, in the matter of light spill, is not only the fraction of light sent directly into the sky, ULOR, but also the fraction of the downward light that is subsequently scattered upwards by the ground below the luminaire.  This fraction may be represented by  g x DLOR, where g is the reflectance of the ground.

	Applying this terminology to the cases of the luminaires above :

	(a)	for a bare lamp, the light output ratio is close to one.  The upward and downward light 		output ratios are the same, and each has to equal half the total light output ratio, i.e. :
			LOR = 1, and DLOR = ULOR = 0.5
		which yields a light spill factor, LSF, of :
			LSF = 0.5 (1+g)
	(b)	  for a wholly shielded luminaire :
			ULOR = 0
		  which yields
			LSF = g DLOR = g LOR

	(c,d) for a partially or incompletely shielded luminaire :
			LSF = ULOR + g DLOR	
		
	The value of the reflectance, g, varies with both the composition of the ground and the colour of the light.  However, for most surroundings such as grass, bitumen, gravel and dirty concrete, it is unlikely to be higher than 0.15 for blue and yellow light, and is usually closer to 0.1.  In Table A.3, representative values are given for the LSF's relating to various luminaires and their environ- ments, assuming a value of 0.15 for the reflectance.  Obviously, these values should be treated with some caution, as circumstances may vary considerably from one installation to another, both in terms of the ground reflectance and the geometry and condition of the luminaires.  However, they should enable rough computations of the lightspill to be made for most types of developments likely to be encountered.

                                                               TABLE A.3
                Representative values for the LSF's of various luminares and combinations of luminaires.
	
	______________________________________________________________________
	    Type.                    	      Example                   	  LSF
	______________________________________________________________________
	
	Outside bare lamp	Garden light	0.6
		
	Bare lamp mounted on wall	Porch light	0.4
	
	Incompletely shielded luminaire	Fluorescent street light with little shielding	0.2

	Partially shielded luminaire	Street light, lamp protruding from shield	0.15

	Wholly shielded luminaire	Street light, lamp recessed in shield	0.1

	Bare lamp recessed in verandah	Porch light recessed in verandah ceiling	0.05

	Luminaires within house	House with no curtains	0.03

	Luminaires within house	House with light-weight curtains	0.02

	Luminaires within house	House with full, heavy curtains / blinds 	0.002

	Luminaires within house	House with full, external shutters                   < 0.001


	______________________________________________________________________
 A.4	Sample Calculation

	Most real lighting situations may be described using suitable combinations of the special cases of the luminaire environments in Table A.3 above, together with a knowledge of the power consumption of the lamps in use and their luminous efficacies.  Note that a partially shielded luminaire may be located in such a way that it is further shielded by its surroundings.  If so, the resultant LSF is the product of the LSF of the luminaire and the LSF determined by the geometry, etc, of the surroundings.

	Consider the following example :

	"It is proposed to build a single-storey, colonial-style house with full verandah, at 7 kms 	distance from Siding Spring Observatory.  The house will have 4 bedrooms, and porch lights 	will be mounted front and back.  That at the front will be a 60 watt incandescent lamp mounted 	in an ornate coach-lamp style holder two thirds of the way up the door-jamb, while the other 	will 	be a two-tube 40 watt fluorescent luminaire recessed under the eaves of the back 	verandah.  All rooms will each have a picture window, but the dining and living rooms will be 	provided with heavy curtaining.  The bedrooms will have only light-weight curtaining.  
	A yard containing agricultural machinery is to be illuminated throughout the night with a 	partly shielded 75 watt metal halide luminaire for security purposes. 

	What consultation and concurrence requirements are necessary under the provisions of the 	Orana Regional Environmental Plan, and what recommendations should be made to obtain 	conformance with the Development Control Plan ? "

	By matching the actual luminaires in question to the closest lighting combination available in 	Table A.3, a fair approximation to the total lightspill may be deduced.

	(i)   The 60 watt coach-lamp, which is mounted in a verandah, may be considered as a case 		of an incompletely shielded luminaire, or as intermediate between the case of a 		bare lamp on an outdoor wall and that of a recessed verandah light.  In either case, 		reference to Table A.3 leads to a deduced value for the LSF of ~ 0.2.  Taking the 		luminous efficacy for a 60 watt incandescent lamp to be 12 lumens / watt (see Table 		A.2), the resultant light spill is 60 x 12 x 0.2 = 144 lumens.

	(ii)  The 80 watt fluorescent porch light may be considered as a porch light recessed in a 		verandah ceiling.  Reference to Table A.3 yields an LSF of ~ 0.05, and taking the 		luminous efficacy for the 40 watt fluorescent lamps to be 82 lumens / watt (deduced 		from Table A.2), the resultant light spill is 2 x 40 x 82 x 0.05 = 328 lumens.
	(iii) The 75 watt metal halide security luminaire should be taken to be an incompletely 		shielded luminaire. Reference to Table A.3 yields an LSF of ~ 0.2, and taking the 		luminous efficacy for the 75 watt tungsten halide lamp to be 65 lumens / watt (deduced 		from Table A.2), the resultant light spill is 75 x 65 x 0.2 = 975 lumens.

	(iv)  The internal lights are used by four persons within the house. Assuming the lamps 		within are incandescent, a reasonable estimate of the wattage used by any one individual 		might be 75 watts.  As half the windows will have light-weight curtaining, and half will 		have heavy-weight, the relevant LSF is intermediate between the two relevant cases in 		Table A.3, i.e. LSF ~ 0.01.  Taking the luminous efficacy for a 75 watt incandescent 		lamp to be 13 lumens / watt (see Table A.2), the resultant light spill is 4 x 75 x 13 x 0.01 		= 39 lumens.

	Hence, the total light spill for the proposed development is estimated to be ~ 1486 lumens.

	At a distance of 7 kms, the "Orana Regional Environmental Plan No. 1 - Siding Spring" specifies that the Observatory must be consulted if the light spill of a proposed development is 
greater than 1000 lumens, and the concurrence of the Director of the Ministry of Planning must be obtained if the light spill of the proposed development is greater than 2000 lumens.  

In the above example, it may be concluded that the Observatory must be consulted, but the concurrence requirement does not apply.  

To obtain conformance with this Development Control Plan, the proposer of this development should be advised that :

	(i)	The security luminaire is not adequately shielded (see Table 1).  

	(ii)	The substitution of a wholly shielded, low pressure sodium lamp for the security 		luminaire is mandatory for properties within 18 km of the Observatory { see § 4(d)}.  
		If this were to be a standard 18 watt low pressure sodium lamp, the lightspill would be 		reduced from 975 lumens to about 198 lumens.  

With these changes, the total lightspill from the property would be reduced to ~ 709 lumens. This figure is 30% below the threshold requirement for consultation, and this difference is larger than even the errors of the approximate computation above (say 25%).  The Council might then move to approve the consent to development application, without further reference to the Observatory.
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